Heightened adaptive immune responses following vaccination with a temperature-sensitive, live-attenuated influenza virus compared to adjuvanted, whole-inactivated virus in pigs
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A B S T R A C T

In the United States there are currently two influenza vaccine platforms approved for use in humans—conventional inactivated virus and live-attenuated influenza virus (LAIV). One of the major challenges for influenza A virus (IAV) vaccination is designing a platform that provides protection across strains. Pandemic H1N1 (pH1N1) IAV swept the globe in 2009 and crossed the species barrier, infecting swine in several countries. Pigs are a natural host for IAV and serve as a model for evaluating immune responses following vaccination and challenge. Recently, a temperature-sensitive (ts) LAIV was developed by introducing modifications in the polymerase genes of a swine-like triple reassortant (tr) virus and when paired with pandemic HA and NA, provided sterilizing immunity upon intratracheal challenge with virulent pH1N1 virus. The utility of a ts LAIV is expanded in this report to show vaccination of pigs induced a cell-mediated immune response characterized by an increased number of antigen-specific IFN-secreting cells and expanded T cell populations when compared to pigs vaccinated with a whole inactivated virus (WIV) vaccine. Following challenge, there was a significant increase in the percentage of proliferating lymphocytes in the LAIV group compared to the WIV group following restimulation with pH1N1 in vitro. Also, there was an increase in the percentage of CD4+CD8 double-positive memory T cells in LAIV vaccinated pigs compared to WIV vaccinated pigs. Hemagglutination inhibition and serum neutralization titers were significantly higher in the LAIV-vaccinated pigs compared to the WIV vaccinated pigs following the initial dose of vaccine. Taken together, these results indicate the ts LAIV vaccine, generated from a triple reassortant IAV, elicits greater cell-mediated and humoral immune responses in pigs.

1. Introduction

Contemporary influenza A viruses (IAVs) currently circulating in North American swine are characterized by the triple-reassortant gene (TRIG) cassette, a constellation of genes whose origins trace back to human (PB1), avian (PA and PB2) and swine (NP, M, and NS) lineage IAV [1,2]. Numerous reassortant events have paired the TRIG with different HA and NA genes, including introductions from circulating human seasonal IAV. Combined with antigenic drift, this has substantially increased the diversity of IAV circulating in pigs, which are represented by numerous H3N2, H1N2 and H1N1 variant viruses [3,4]. In 2009, a reassortant H1N1 virus emerged in humans that contained the TRIG, though the M and NA gene were characteristic of Eurasian swine lineage IAV [5,6]. The novel virus spread rapidly through the human population and was declared a pandemic in early June 2009. The virus was classified as a swine-origin influenza virus because six of the RNA gene segments (PB2, PB1, PA, HA, NP and NS) were genetically similar to those in the triple-reassortant viruses circulating in North American swine and the other 2 gene segments (NA and M) were related to those found in Eurasian swine IAV. This genetic grouping for IAV was completely novel and the origin remains unknown [7], though genetic evidence suggests a progenitor virus was not circulating in North American swine prior to the pandemic [3]. Pandemic H1N1 virus was introduced into swine not long after the pandemic emerged in humans, and is now circulating and reassorting with other swine IAV, which highlights the need for prevention and surveillance of IAV in swine [8–10].

Thus, IAV continues to be a problem for swine producers, given the high number of antigenically distinct strains present in pigs and a deficiency in vaccine seed strains matching circulating strains.
for adequate protection. While these vaccines may reduce disease severity, they do not consistently provide protection from infection or shedding. Many farms have resorted to using autogenous vaccines in an attempt to better protect their herds. IAV vaccines for humans include both inactivated products as well as a temperature-sensitive, live-attenuated influenza virus (LAIV) delivered intranasally; however, only inactivated products are currently licensed for use in pigs.

Humoral and cell-mediated immune responses contribute to immunity to IAV. While antibody plays a major role by protecting against infection, cell-mediated responses are critical for clearing virus-infected cells [11,12]. Antibody to the surface glycoproteins, hemagglutinin (HA) and neuraminidase (NA) are most associated with protection from infection, though antibody to other viral proteins can be detected following exposure and may provide some protection [11,13]. In particular, antibodies that block binding of the HA protein to the host cell are the most commonly measured correlate of protection and are typically evaluated in the hemagglutination inhibition (HI) assay. An assay that evaluates virus neutralization, typically utilizing sera or lung lavage fluid, is more sensitive than HI, and evaluates antibody that not only blocks virus entry, but antibody that may neutralize virus at other stages of the replication cycle. IgA provides protection to the mucosal surface, including the upper and lower respiratory tract, sites of IAV infection. IgG, produced systemically, primarily provides protection in the lower respiratory tract but can be detected in nasal secretions, presumably as serum transudate [14,15]. Antibody mediated protection is effective to homologous IAV strains, but it provides little to no protection against heterologous strains with drifted surface proteins [13]. However, due to their polymeric nature, IgA antibody is believed to be more cross-reactive to drifted IAV when compared to monomeric IgG [16].

Cell-mediated immune responses can be characterized by T helper (Th) lymphocytes (CD4+) and cytotoxic T lymphocytes (CTL, CD8+), each with their respective contributions to host immunity. Th responses are necessary for adequate B cell activation and subsequent antibody production to IAV whereas CTL are important for killing virus-infected cells. A defined direct effector function for CD4 Th cells during influenza virus infection is still lacking [12]. T cell responses to IAV tend to be directed to internal proteins that are more conserved across IAV strains, a property that allows for heterologous cross protection if induced following vaccination (reviewed in Ref. [12]). In pigs, a population of memory T cells are characterized by expression of both CD4 and CD8α and are referred to as CD4/CD8 double-positive (DP) T cells, which can expand in response to recall antigen and produce IFN-γ [17]. MHCI restricted T cells in the pigs express the same TCR-αβ as DP cells, but CD8β is a heterodimer of CD8α and CD8β as opposed to the CD8αβ homodimer found on DP cells [18].

LAIV vaccines have been shown to induce immune responses in pigs that provide protection to both homologous and heterologous challenge [19,20]. However, the attenuation mechanism used in these platforms was not temperature-sensitivity, the attenuation mechanism used in vaccines currently available for humans [21] and horses [22]. Recently, a LAIV using temperature-sensitive (ts) genetic changes for attenuation was developed using a contemporary IAV strain with the triple reassortant backbone and shown to be efficacious in swine [23]. In order to assess the humoral and cellular response associated with this LAIV vaccine in naïve pigs, we evaluated the host response following vaccination, including the local response to the vaccine as well as adaptive response before and after challenge. Results demonstrate LAIV vaccination induces neutralizing antibody and cellular immune responses, evaluated by antigen-specific IFN-γ ELISpot assay, which were significantly increased over pigs vaccinated with a whole-inactivated virus (WIV) preparation. In addition, there was a significant expansion of memory T cells in LAIV vaccinated pigs following challenge which was not detected in pigs vaccinated with WIV. Taken together, these results indicate LAIV vaccination in pigs rapidly elicits both humoral and cellular arms of the adaptive immune response that are significantly increased over responses measured to WIV vaccine.

2. Materials and methods

2.1. Ethics statement

Animal experiments were approved by the Institutional Animal Care and Use Committee of the National Animal Disease Center in Ames, IA under the approved protocol 3950 (Influenza A virus pathogenesis and host response in swine) and carried out in animal biosafety level 3 (ABSL-3) conditions, the recommended biosafety level for in vivo pH1N1 studies at the time.

2.2. Viruses and vaccines

The IAV vaccines used for this study were previously described in detail. Briefly, reverse-genetics techniques were used to clone all 8 gene segments from A/turkey/Ohio/313053/04 (ty/04, H3N2) and a competent virus was rescued (rg ty/04). The ty/04 strain was isolated from a turkey but is characteristic of a triple reassortant swine IAV [24]. Reverse genetic techniques were used to introduce and rescue a virus with the HA and NA from A/New York/18/09, a pandemic H1N1 isolate. To generate the attenuated ty/04 strain (LAIV), modifications were introduced into the polymerase genes that hindered polymerase activity and rendered the strain temperature-sensitive as described [23]. The rescued strain containing ty/04 backbone with modifications and HA and NA from pH1N1 was in used this study as a vaccine and is the referenced LAIV. A/California/04/09 IAV (Ca/04) was used to generate whole-inactivated virus and was also the strain used in recall assays and for challenge virus.

2.3. Experimental design

To evaluate the protective host immune response to vaccination and the protective efficacy of the LAIV, 40 pigs were randomly distributed into 4 different treatment groups with 10 pigs per group—LAIV, WIV, non-vaccinated/challenge, and non-vaccinated/non-challenged controls. The LAIV group was vaccinated with 10^5 TCID₅₀/pig by the intranasal route and WT Ca/04 was prepared at 8 HA units per 50 µl, UV-irradiated, and adjuvanted 4:1 (v/v) with Emulsigen-D (MVP Laboratories) and administered as a 2 ml intramuscular dose per pig (WIV). All pigs were vaccinated at approximately 4-weeks of age and boosted 18 days later by the same route with the same respective formulation. Two weeks after the boost, all pigs except the non-vaccinated/non-challenged controls, were challenged by the intratracheal route with 10^3 TCID₅₀ live Ca/04 virus. Five days after challenge, pigs were humanely euthanized for evaluating macroscopic lung pathology, determining viral titers and cytokine protein levels in the lung, and virus nasal shedding. Blood was collected for serum and or peripheral blood mononuclear cells at times indicated in each figure.

2.4. Sample collection

Blood was collected by venipuncture into BD Vacutainer serum separator tubes (SST) for sera or BD Vacutainer CPT tubes with sodium citrate for peripheral blood mononuclear cell (PBMC) collection according to manufacturer’s recommendations (BD, Franklin Lakes, NJ). Isolated PBMCs were washed once with RPMI-1640 (Invitrogen), passed through a 40 µm screen filter, washed
a second time and enumerated for use in the ELISpot and proliferation assay. Nasal swabs were collected as previously described [25] and used to evaluate virus shedding as described below. At necropsy, lungs were removed and an estimate of percent gross lung lesion involvement was determined based on the percentage of each lung lobe affected and the percentage of total lung volume each lobe represented [26, 27]. Lungs were lavaged with 50 ml of minimal essential media (MEM), with recovery of 15−25 ml of fluid. Lavage fluid was used to determine viral load and for cytokine evaluation. For cytokines, 5 ml of lavage fluid was centrifuged at 300 × g for 10 min to pellet cellular debris. The supernatant was stored frozen at −80 °C and used to evaluate cytokine levels as described below.

2.5. Virus titration

To determine virus amount in any sample, each sample was titrated on Madin–Darby canine kidney (MDCK) cells to determine TCIOD50/ml by the method of Reed and Muench [28]. Briefly, tenfold serial dilutions of each sample were made and added to MDCK cells in triplicate (plated in 96-well plate) in serum-free media containing TPK-C-trypsin (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Samples were incubated with cells for 72 h and supernatant used in an HA assay to determine endpoint viral titer.

2.6. Antibody evaluation

The hemagglutination inhibition (HI) assay was performed as recommended in the WHO animal influenza-training manual using turkey red blood cells with Ca/04 as antigen as previously described [23]. The serum neutralization assay was performed as previously described [29]. The lung lavage neutralization assay was performed the same as the SN assay, with the exception that samples were first treated in a 10 mM dithiothreitol solution for 1 h to break up mucous and twofold serial dilutions were performed starting at 1:4. Log2 transformations were used for statistical analysis and results reported as the geometric mean titers. Ca/04-specific IgG and IgA titers in the serum and lung lavage were determined by enzyme-linked immunosorbent assays (ELISA) as previously described, with some modifications [25]. Briefly, Ca/04 virus was concentrated and used to coat plates at 100 HAU per well. Non-infected MDCK cell preps were treated the same as Ca/04 virus and plates coated the same to evaluate non-specific binding. Plates were blocked with Starting Block Buffer (Thermo Fisher) and subsequently washed. Samples were incubated in PBS/5% bovine serum albumin for 1 h at 37 °C to adsorb non-specific antibody and 50 μl added per well in duplicate. After a 1 h incubation with samples, plates were again washed and peroxidase-labeled goat anti-pig IgA (Bethyl Laboratories, Montgomery, TX) or IgG (Kirkgaard and Perry, Gaithersburg, MD) were used as detection antibodies. Sera samples were used at 1:2000 dilution for IgG analysis and 1:4 for IgA. BALF samples were used at 1:4 for both IgG and IgA analysis. Individual antibody levels were determined from average optical density (OD) of duplicate wells for each sample for Ca/04 antigen and MDCK antigen and reported as the mean OD for Ca/04 minus mean OD for MDCK.

2.7. Cytokine evaluation

Cytokine levels in cell-free lung lavage were determined using a multiplex ELISA per manufacturer’s recommendations (Aushon Biosystems). Samples were analyzed in duplicate and results were averaged. Data is reported as the mean ± SEM for pigs in each treatment group.

2.8. IFN-γ ELISpot

ELISpot assay for interferon-gamma secreting cells (IFN-γ SCs) was performed as previously described with slight modification [30]. Briefly, 96-well membrane plates (MAIPS4510, Millipore) were prewetted with 35% ethanol, washed, and coated overnight at 4 °C with 6 μg/ml anti-pIFN-γ (P2G10, BD Biosciences). The next day, the plate was washed and blocked with complete RPMI [RPMI-1640, 10% fetal bovine serum (FBS), 2 mM l-glutamine, 1% antibiotic/antimycotic (Invitrogen)], and 50 μg/ml gentamicin) for 2 h at 37 °C. The blocking media was removed and 5 × 10^5 PBMCs were plated per well. Treatments were added to appropriate wells in triplicate in a final volume of 250 μl per well and the plates incubated for 18 h at 37 °C 5% CO₂. Treatment included UV-inactivated Ca/04 virus at a multiplicity of infection (MOI) = 0.5, control MDCK media, or Concanavalin A at 5 μg/ml. After 18 h, plates were washed and incubated with anti-IFN-γ detection antibody (0.5 μg/ml, P2C11, BD Biosciences) for 2 h at 37 °C. Plates were washed and developed using ELISpot Blue Color Module (R&D Systems) according to the manufacturer’s recommendations. Plates were scanned and spots enumerated using CTL-ImmunSpot® S5 UV Analyzer and ImmunoSpot 5 software. The reported values were calculated from the average number of spots counted for wells receiving Ca/04 minus MDCK mock stimulation.

2.9. Proliferation and cell phenotyping

PBMCs were labeled with PKH67 according to manufacturer’s recommendations (Sigma, St. Louis, MO). Labeled cells were cultured at 5 × 10^5 cells per well in 96-well round-bottom plates in triplicate for each treatment. Treatment groups included MDCK media-alone or UV-inactivated Ca/04 at a MOI of 0.5 with a final culture volume of 250 μl. Cells were incubated for 5 days at 37 °C in 5% CO₂. At the end of 5 days, plates were centrifuged at 200 × g for 5 min and supernatant removed. Cells were resuspended with FACS buffer (phosphate-buffered saline with 2% FBS and 0.05% sodium azide) and cells from triplicate wells pooled. Cells were redistributed for phenotypic staining with anti-pig CD4 (74–12–4) and anti-pig CD8a (76–2–11) antibodies (VMRD, Pullman, WA). Secondary antibodies, targeted to murine antibodies, included IgG2b-PE and IgG2a-APC. Data was acquired using CelleQuest Pro software (BD Biosciences, San Jose, CA) on an LSRII flow cytometer (Becton Dickinson) and analyzed using FlowJo software (TreeStar, Ashland, OR). Cell proliferation was assessed as the percentage of daughter lymphocytes generated (100% − percentage of parent population remaining) following the incubation period for each treatment group (MDCK media or UV-Ca/04). The percentage of CD4/CD8 double-positive cells and percentages of CD4 single-positive and CD8a single-positive were determined by first gating on the live lymphocyte population and then gating on the population expressing both CD4 and CD8α, CD4-only or CD8α-only, respectively.

2.10. Statistics

All statistical analysis was performed using GraphPad Prism 5 Software (San Diego, CA). A one-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) with a Tukey’s post-test was used for multiple comparisons and a Student’s t-test used for comparing two treatment groups. Differences were considered statistically significant at a p-value < 0.05 and each figure legend states which groups were significantly different.
3. Results

3.1. Antibody response following vaccination with LAIV or WIV

HI titers and SN titers were determined using sera samples collected prior to vaccination, after priming (pre-boost), following boosting (post-boost) and following challenge (Fig. 1A and B). Prior to the start of the experiment (vaccination), none of the pigs were positive for influenza virus antibody when evaluated by HI titer using Ca/04 virus as antigen (data not shown). Following priming with a single dose (pre-boost), pigs given the LAIV had significantly higher HI and SN titers when compared to pigs given the WIV vaccine (Fig. 1A and B). Although pigs in the LAIV group were boosted, serum HI nor SN titers appeared to increase from titers measured pre-boost. WIV vaccination did not induce significant HI or SN titers following a single dose, but post-boost both HI and SN antibodies were detected. The average SN titer (geometric mean ± SEM) was 15 ± 12 for the WIV group pre-boost, which increased to 788 ± 13 following the boost. Although HI and SN titers did increase post-boost in the WIV group, titers were not significantly different between LAIV and WIV groups at this time point. Pigs in the non-vaccinated group did not seroconvert and were recorded as an HI or SN titer of 10, which represents the lower detection limit of each assay. On day 5 following challenge, there was not a significant increase in HI nor SN titers in either vaccination group; instead, titers were not different than those measured on the day of challenge (post-boost).

Serum levels of IgG and IgA specific for pandemic virus were evaluated following vaccination with LAIV for comparison to levels following vaccination with WIV. IgG and IgA levels to whole-virus (Ca/04) were measured in serum collected after priming (pre-boost) and following boost (post-boost) (Fig. 1C and D). Similar to results observed for HI and SN titers, serum Ca/04-specific IgG levels were increased in the LAIV group over the WIV group following priming (Fig. 1C). However, after boosting, IgG levels to virus increased in pigs vaccinated with WIV to levels observed in the LAIV group. Vaccination with the LAIV did induce Ca/04-specific IgA but WIV vaccination did not (Fig. 1D) induce a significant systemic IgA response. Boosting did increase serum levels of Ca/04-specific IgG in the sera, regardless of vaccine platform, but Ca/04-specific serum IgA was only detected in pigs given the LAIV vaccine.

3.2. LAIV vaccination primes a cell-mediated immune response that expands in response to challenge

In order to compare cell-mediated immunity that developed following vaccination with the LAIV versus a WIV, two different assays were performed. An ELISpot assay was used to enumerate
IAV-specific interferon-gamma secreting cells (IFN-γ SCs) and lymphocyte proliferation was used to evaluate IAV-specific recall responses immediately prior to challenge and 5 days following challenge. Results in Fig. 2A show that pigs given the LAIV vaccine had significantly more IAV-specific cells capable of producing IFN-γ in the periphery when compared to pigs receiving the WIV (118 ± 49 versus 20 ± 26, respectively). Vaccination the WIV failed to increase in the number of IAV-specific IFN-γ SC prior to challenge when compared to non-vaccinated animals (Fig. 2A). Another method used to evaluate antigen-specific recall responses is a proliferation assay, which evaluates the percentage of cells that proliferate following in vitro antigen exposure. After vaccination, but prior to challenge, there was no detectable increase in the percentage of peripheral lymphocytes that proliferated following incubation with UV-Ca/04 virus, regardless of the vaccine administered (data not shown).

In addition to exhibiting IAV-specific IFN-γ responses prior to challenge, pigs in the LAIV group exhibited a stronger cell-mediated immune response following challenge when compared to pigs in the WIV group. The number of IFN-γ SCs was significantly increased in the periphery of LAIV vaccinated pigs (Fig. 2B), and there was a significant increase in the percentage of cells that proliferated in response to UV-Ca/04 following challenge (Fig. 3A). In general, the percentage of cells that proliferated following challenge were greater when compared to proliferation prior to challenge even when cells were incubated with MDCK media-alone. This likely indicates activation occurred in vivo from the challenge, and cells from LAIV vaccinated pigs expanded further when incubated with UV-Ca/04 in vitro, though the percentage increase in cells was modest at approximately 6% (UV-Ca/04 minus media-alone). CD4⁺/CD8⁺ double-positive T cells were primed following LAIV vaccination, as there was a significant expansion CD4⁺/CD8⁺ double-positive cells following in vitro stimulation with UV-Ca/04 (Fig. 3B). In pigs, CD4⁺/CD8⁺ double-positive cells are described as a memory T cell population [17]. No significant changes in single positive CD8 (Fig. 3C) or CD4 (Fig. 3D) populations were detected, regardless of the vaccine platform used. Together, these results indicate the LAIV induced greater cell-mediated immune responses, measureable before and after challenge.

3.3. Increased levels of T cell associated cytokines in the lungs of vaccinated pigs following challenge

Memory T cells, elicited by vaccination and expanded upon challenge, would encounter virus-infected cells primarily in the lungs. IL-2 and IFN-γ are associated with T cell responses and are often measured to evaluate T cell activation. The levels of IL-2 and IFN-γ in lung lavage 5 days following pH1N1 challenge were evaluated to gauge T cell activity in the lungs. Levels of IFN-γ and IL-2 were increased in the lungs of vaccinated pigs, but not non-vaccinated pigs, 5 days following challenge (Fig. 4). There was no significant difference between IL-2 or IFN-γ levels in the lung lavage of pigs vaccinated with the LAIV compared to the WIV.

3.4. Increased antibody levels in the lungs of LAIV vaccinates compared to WIV vaccinates following homologous challenge

Lung lavage was performed on day 5 following homologous challenge and assayed for levels of neutralizing antibody and total Ca/04-specific IgG and IgA. Fig. 5 indicates that IgG and IgA antibody levels in the lung lavage of LAIV vaccinates was significantly increased over levels in WIV vaccinated pigs following challenge. In addition, the antibody detected in the lung lavage of the LAIV/Ch group was able to neutralize Ca/04 virus in a neutralization assay.

4. Discussion

There are several factors to consider when evaluating and comparing host immune responses to different IAV vaccines. These include, but are not limited to, the immune status of the individual at the time of vaccination, the vaccine platform (inactivated, attenuated, etc.), adjuvant, the route of administration, and the relatedness of the IAV in the vaccine versus IAV used as antigen or challenge virus. The current study was aimed at assessing the immune response of IAV-naïve pigs following intramuscular vaccination with a monovalent, adjuvanted WIV or intranasal vaccination with a temperature-sensitive LAIV. Humoral and cell-mediated immune responses to homologous virus (pH1N1) were evaluated at various times post vaccination or 5 days following
challenge. While both vaccine platforms elicited responses to vaccine virus, the characteristics and magnitude of the responses were unique between the two vaccine types.

HI and SN titers measured in this experiment were greatest in the pigs that received the WIV; however, a single dose of LAIV was sufficient to induce production of neutralizing antibody whereas a single dose of WIV vaccine was not (Fig. 1A). Accordingly, Ca/04-specific IgG and IgA were measurable in the sera of LAIV-vaccinated pigs following a single administration of vaccine as well (Fig. 1C and D). HI titers were not detectable following priming (pre-boost) for the majority of the pigs in the WIV group and Ca/04-specific IgG was not detected in the sera of WIV vaccinated at this same time point (Fig. 1C). Serum IgG to whole-virus increased following administration of the WIV boost (Fig. 1C), as did neutralization titers (Fig. 1A and B), whereas boosting with the LAIV did not seem to significantly increase serum antibody levels. Taken together, a single dose of LAIV induced production of neutralizing antibodies, but boosting did not significantly increase circulating antibody levels. On the contrary, boosting was required to induce the production of neutralizing antibody in pigs receiving WIV vaccine. Our results are different than those described for humans, as LAIV vaccination in humans has been shown to induce lower HI titers when compared to HI titers following WIV vaccination [31]. However, those studies primarily analyzed responses to vaccine in individuals previously exposed to IAV antigen, either by infection or vaccination. Instead, research has shown that children more frequently exhibit antibody responses following LAIV vaccination when compared to adults, suggesting prior immune status plays an important role in serologic response to vaccine. Also, LAIV vaccines are more efficacious than inactivated products in children [32,33]. Lastly, there are reports in children in which shedding is appreciated following the first dose of LAIV, but not the second dose, suggesting immunity from the first dose significantly decreases the amount of antigen encountered upon boosting [34]. This may be one explanation for the lack of an anamnestic response following boosting in the LAIV vaccinated group. The pigs used in this study are more apt to model children given both their age and naïve status to IAV antigen prior to vaccination.

Also in agreement with our results is previous work that showed inoculation of naïve pigs with wild-type IAV induced HI antibody,
and anti-influenza IgG and IgA antibody that, after peaking on day 14 post-inoculation, decreased overtime. In addition, reinoculation with the same virus did not induce an anamnestic increase in antibody titers when evaluated 14 days after secondary exposure [35]. This result is similar to results described here, in that HI antibody titers were significantly increased following priming with the LAIV vaccine, but an anamnestic response was not appreciated when HI titers were evaluated 2 weeks post-booster or 5 days following homologous challenge. Thus, in evaluating the efficacy of a specific vaccine, the time following vaccination in which the response is evaluated may need to be adjusted based on the target population.

In addition to HI antibody, vaccination with the LAIV induced an antigen-specific IFN-γ response that was measurable in the periphery prior to challenge. LAIV vaccination has been shown to induce a robust cell-mediated immune response, particularly in children [34,36]. In the current study, there was a significant number of circulating peripheral blood mononuclear cells primed to produce IFN-γ in response to IAV (Fig. 2A) following LAIV vaccination. The day of challenge was the only time point before challenge in which IAV-specific IFN-γ SCs were enumerated in the periphery; thus, it is difficult to determine how quickly following LAIV vaccination cell-mediated immunity is detectable.

Although IFN-γ SCs were measurable in the periphery prior to challenge, there was not a significant increase in the percentage of peripheral blood mononuclear cells that proliferated following incubation with UV-Ca/04 prior to challenge (data not shown). It is difficult to discern why responses were measurable in the IFN-γ SC ELISpot but not proliferation assay, but could be due to several factors, not excluding assay sensitivity. First, expression of viral proteins that would be recognized by memory T cells for proliferative responses were not presented because inactivated virus was used as antigen. It is also possible that secondary signals required for adequate expansion of antigen-specific lymphocytes, such as IL-2 or co-stimulation between an antigen presenting cell and T cell, were not supplied. Or, too few progenitor memory cells were present in the peripheral blood. Nonetheless, following challenge of LAIV vaccinated pigs, there was measurable expansion of peripheral blood cells following in vitro stimulation with UV-Ca/04 (Fig. 3A). All pigs challenged with pH1N1, regardless of vaccination, had an expansion of peripheral blood cells in vitro (Fig. 3A). This was likely due to activation in vivo associated with the active infection, as proliferative responses in non-vaccinated/non-challenged pigs were similar to responses observed for all pigs, regardless of vaccine group, when evaluated the day of challenge, in which about 20% of cells proliferated (Fig. 3A and data not shown). However, in vitro exposure of peripheral cells from LAIV vaccinated pigs to UV-Ca/04 induced a significant increase in the percentage of cells that proliferated over media-alone stimulation, though this level may be considered modest with only about a 6% increase in antigen-specific responses.

Immunization with LAIV primed for expansion of CD4/CD8α double-positive (DP) memory T cells upon homologous challenge (Fig. 3B). Though DP memory T cells in pigs are MHC-II restricted, they can express perforin and be cytolytic against virus-infected target cells [37,38]. CD4⁺/CD8α⁻ cells did not display a significant expansion upon in vitro stimulation with UV-Ca/04 regardless of vaccination, though expansion was detected for a few of the animals (Fig. 3C). Because inactivated virus was used as antigen, it is possible that antigen was primarily presented via MHC-II and not MHC-I, limiting recall responses in the CD4⁺/CD8α⁻ population. However, recent work from our group indicates that there is not a significant difference in responses using live versus inactivated virus in effector recall assays [39]. CD4⁺/CD8α⁻ cells from several of the pigs in the NV/NCh group did expand upon in vitro UV-Ca/04 exposure (Fig. 3C). In addition to being expressed on classical CTL, in pigs, CD8α is also expressed on natural killers cells as well as γδ T cells [18,40]. Flow cytometry staining used for this experiment did not discern between these populations; thus, it is possible that NK or γδ T cells were responding to virus in vitro. This trend for the NV/NCh group was not observed in either of the other populations examined (CD4⁺/CD8α⁻ or CD4⁺/CD8α⁺). It was surprising that LAIV vaccination did not prime for expansion of CD4⁺/CD8α⁻ cells, which we expected to detect after challenge. It is possible that this population of cells was not present in the periphery, but instead had homed to the respiratory tract. Additional research is warranted to further characterize the populations of lymphocytes responding to each vaccine platform and where these cells migrate to following vaccination and challenge. Our data underscores that the type of assay used to evaluate CMI is important and several measures may need to be used to adequately evaluate vaccine immunogenicity and/or efficacy.

While IL-2 is not an effector cytokine, it is necessary for expansion of CD4 and CD8 T cells. IFN-γ can be produced by a variety of cell types, including NK cells, γδ T cells, as well as αβ T cells.
In order to indirectly gauge T cell activity in the lungs following homologous challenge, we evaluated cytokine levels in the lung lavage 5 days following pH1N1 challenge. While not significantly different, there was a trend for increased levels of IL-2 and IFN-γ in the lungs of vaccinated pigs when compared to non-vaccinated pigs (Fig. 4). While an indirect measure, this does suggest T cell activity in the lungs of these pigs. Wide variations in the cytokine levels were detected, which is often true when evaluating immune responses in pigs. Like humans, pigs are an outbred population of animals; thus, variation in the immune response is typically higher as compared to inbred lines of laboratory animals.

In this particular study, LAIV vaccination elicited sterilizing immunity following intratracheal pH1N1 challenge. However, in the WIV vaccine group, a few pigs did not demonstrate full immunity and virus was isolated from nasal swabs and lung lavage following challenge [23]. HI and SN antibodies were detected in the WIV group on the day of challenge, although they were not significantly elevated over the LAIV group. The gold standard for protection to IAV is a HI titer of 40 and titers in both groups were above this on the day of challenge. Peripheral antibody, particularly IgG from circulation, can play a significant role in protection to IAV-infection by neutralizing virus in the lower respiratory tract [41]. However, one advantage of intranasal LAIV vaccination is thought to be the induction of local responses, including induction of IgA production in the upper and lower respiratory tract. In the current study, Ca/04-specific IgG and IgA were detected in the lungs of both LAIV and WIV vaccinated pigs 5 days following challenge; however, antibody levels were significantly greater in the LAIV vaccinated group (Fig. 5A and B). In addition, neutralizing antibody was detectable in the lung lavage of LAIV/Ch pigs on day 5 following challenge (Fig. 5C). Thus, local antibody induced following LAIV vaccination may have been involved in protection following challenge, which would not have been present in WIV vaccinated pigs. Additional work by our research group is aimed at evaluating antibody in the respiratory tract prior to challenge to determine its role in protection.

Results from this work show that LAIV vaccination primes T cells; however, LAIV vaccination likely induced a local antibody response that contributed significantly to protection as well. However, samples were not collected in this study to evaluate IgA levels in the respiratory tract prior to challenge. On day 5 post-challenge, Ca/04-specific IgA and neutralizing antibody in the lungs were significantly higher in pigs that received the LAIV compared to the WIV. As T cells primed by LAIV vaccination contribute primarily to clearance of virus-infected cells, local IgA may have prevented infection of cells in the respiratory tract of LAIV vaccinated, challenged pigs. Thus, the contribution of primed T cells to protection following homologous challenge is unclear, though challenge with homologous virus likely served as another boost. IL-2 and IFN-γ levels in the lung lavage suggest T cell activity, though further work is warranted to clarify the role and activation of local T cell responses. Lastly, the superiority of LAIV vaccination is believed to be not only the induction of local immunity, but cross-protection to heterologous virus [42]. The internal genes of the temperature-sensitive LAIV are more conserved across contemporary swine IAV; therefore, we anticipate cross-reactive T cell responses between viruses even with antigenic drift in surface proteins. Research in our group is ongoing to evaluate the cross-reactive responses (IgA and T cell) elicited following LAIV vaccination in pigs and how these responses contribute to protection.
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